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This report will be considered in public
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Summary
The purpose of this report is to update the Panel on Surface Transport’s
performance for periods 10, 11, 12 and 13 in 2014/15 (7 December 2014 to 31
March 2015) and to provide an overview of recent major issues and developments
within Surface Transport.
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Recommendation

2.1 The Panel is asked to note the report.
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Delivery

3.1 Buses
Bus Network Performance: Bus Passenger Journeys

3.1.1 Year to date there has been a total of 2,385 million passenger journeys. This
equates to 39.8 million or 1.6 per cent below budget for the target passenger
journeys for the full year. Compared to the same period last year, this is 0.7
million passenger journeys or 0.3 per cent higher than the same period last year
(there was one extra day in P13 2014/15).
3.1.2 Year to date there have been 1,576.7 million fare paying passenger journeys.
This equates to 19.6 million or 1.2 per cent below budget for the full year. Year

to date there were 808.5 million Non Fare Paying Passenger Journeys which
was 20.2 million or 2.4 per cent lower than budget.
Bus Network Performance: Bus Scheduled Services Operated

3.1.3 The proportion of scheduled kilometres (km) operated this period was worse
than last financial year at 97.6 per cent. This was due to higher than forecast
traffic delays in period 13.
3.1.4 There was again evidence of an underlying deterioration in operating conditions
due to increased economic activity. In addition, road works caused particular
delays to buses included those at Lewisham, Blackfriars and various schemes in
East London.
3.1.5 Recent initiatives to protect services from the worst effects of major road works
at several other key locations appear to have been largely successful in period
13.

Bus Network Performance: Bus Kilometres Operated

3.1.6 The overall proportion of scheduled km operated in 2014/15 was 97.1 per cent,
compared with 97.7 per cent the year before. Results were adversely affected
by two one-day strikes by drivers in January and February, together with an
increase in general traffic delays caused by economic growth, particularly in
Outer London. Excluding the effects of the industrial action, it is estimated 97.5
per cent would have been achieved. 97.7 per cent is budgeted for 2015 /16.
3.1.7 A package of measures as part of the Roads Modernisation Plan is being
introduced to ensure performance is protected against adverse trends in traffic
conditions arising from economic growth and from major road schemes.
Bus Network Performance: Bus Excess Wait Times (EWT) – High Frequency Routes

3.1.8 Results for high frequency routes were as forecast this period. Over the year as
a whole, EWT deteriorated slightly in 2014/15 compared with the record levels
first achieved in 2011/12. A rise in traffic delays arising from increased economic
growth was the main cause. Further measures are being introduced to protect
service reliability against disruption from a series of major road works in central
and inner London and from a wider deterioration in traffic congestion. The longterm trend remains one of substantial improvement. The budget for 2015/16
assumes EWT will be 1.1 minutes.
Hybrid Buses Programme
3.1.9 The proportion of the bus fleet served by low-carbon emission and quieter
diesel-electric buses is now at 14 per cent. There are currently 1,250 hybrids in
the fleet which is the target we anticipated achieving by the end of March. The
total will now grow to 1,700 hybrids (including a revised target for 800 New
Routemasters) by 2016 when they will represent around 20 per cent of the fleet.
Switching over to this cleaner technology has been supported by external
funding from the Department for Transport. In addition, the bus fleet now has
around 500 of the latest ultra-low emission Euro VI engine vehicles, many of
which are hybrids.
New Routemaster (NRM)
3.1.10 The NRM fleet will grow to around 500 vehicles in June 2015 once the phased
conversion of route 73 is complete. There are currently around 430 vehicles
following the phased conversions of routes 12 (including the N12 night service)
and route 15, both from March, and route 55 from February. We plan to roll out
800 New Routemasters by 2016 including 200 negotiated at a lower unit price
with manufacturer Wrightbus. All additional vehicles will benefit from the more
expensive and lower emission Euro VI engine, an enhanced wheelchair ramp
and rear door modifications.
Upper Deck Seat Indicator Trail
3.1.11 We are expanding our upper-deck seat indicator trial to an entire bus route
following demonstration of the technology during the Year of the Bus last year.
Around 80 per cent of buses on route 59 between King’s Cross St Pancras and
Streatham Hill have already been fitted to enable bus passengers to check
displays at the base of vehicle stairwells which show whether seats are
unoccupied. The technology developed by mobile digital recording company
Timespace, combines CCTV and software to locate seats that are empty. We
hope the trial will allow passengers to make more informed choices on whether
to use the upper deck, reducing potential crowding on the lower deck, and that
the trial will give us a bigger sample size from which to analyse its impact and
assess the potential benefits of wider adoption.
All Electric Bus
3.1.12 Route 312 will be the capital’s first fully-electric bus service from September
when a further seven zero-emission vehicles are introduced to south London.
The Norwood Junction to South Croydon service is currently served by two allelectric Optare MetroCity and five conventional diesel buses. The diesel
vehicles will make way for battery-powered single-deck buses following award of

a new five-year contract to Arriva this spring. This will increase the total number
of pure-electric vehicles in London from eight to fifteen.
Thames Incident
3.1.13 A bus driver and CentreComm operations manager helped save the life of a man
in the Thames who was clinging onto Westminster Bridge on 29 March 2015.
The driver, from London United, reported seeing a person swimming in the river
and reported the details to a member of our London control room team. He
could not see the individual from CCTV pictures but called the police to go to the
scene and a Metropolitan boat later located the person and lifted him out of the
water. Both individuals are being recommended for awards for their quick
thinking.
Year of the Bus – Bus Sculpture Auction
3.1.14 On 24 March 2015, we auctioned more than 50 bus sculptures, raising over
£100,000 to be shared between three charities: Kids Company, Transaid and the
London Transport Museum. The sculptures, based on the iconic New
Routemaster bus, proved as popular with bidders, both online and in the live
auction, as they did with Londoners and visitors to the city when they were
displayed on the streets last year.
3.1.15 Painted and adorned by well-known and aspiring artists, the sculptures first went
on display in October 2014 on four walking trails across the Capital. All of them
were then brought together at Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in east London for
a final show before the search for their new owners began.
3.1.16 The bus sculptures were auctioned by international auctioneer Tom Best, who
has so far helped raise over £3.5m for selected charities. We are grateful to
Tom Best and Christie’s for supporting the charity auction.

Tom Best the auctioneer on the night of the auction.

Tom Best the auctioneer on the night of the auction.
3.2 River
London River Services: Passenger Journeys (including Woolwich Ferry)

3.2.1 Passenger numbers continue to climb towards peak summer levels with good
weather contributing to a busy build up to the Easter holidays. The total 2014/15
figure was 10.02 million (against a target of 9.5 million), a 19 per cent increase on
the 2013/14 total. All three areas of passenger numbers grew in period 13 though
river tours saw the greatest rate of increase and carried over a third more
passengers than they did in period 12. By comparison, river bus passengers
increased by 15 per cent from period 12.

3.2.2 In Periods 10, 11, 12 and 13, scheduled services operated above target. For the
year 2014/15, all scheduled services exceed the target set.
Spring and Summer Guides to River Services
3.2.3 Our newly published spring and summer guide to London's river services gives all
the information needed to plan a leisurely trip on the river or to make changes to a
customer's commutes.
3.2.4 The guide, available at selected piers and London Underground stations and in
both audio and large print formats, contains timetable information for all River Bus
services and also for River Tours services. The guide also offers a range of
leisure activities such as sightseeing cruises, dinner cruises and more exhilarating
trips on Rigid Inflatable Boats (RIB).
3.2.5 For anyone with a big event coming up this summer, the Thames is a great venue
for any celebration. There are a number of charter boat operators offering a
variety of vessels of different sizes to suit any party.
3.3 Victoria Coach Station (VCS)
VCS Number of Departures

3.3.1 VCS departures recorded in period 13 were 18,892, which is in line with previous
years and is higher than period 12. Overall annual coach departure numbers are
down on 2013/14, due to service changes in the past year and with operators
adapting to a constantly changing market. The majority of these service changes
are with airport services. Overall the VCS income target is being maintained with
additional peak time departure slots, flexible departure slot allocation and Coach
Parking activity from all operators.
3.3.2 During period 13 we closed the arrivals terminal for a period of two weeks to carry
out a number of remedial works. The main aim was to provide for the installation
of fuelling facilities for National Express’s operation. This included a 36,000 litre
above ground fuel tank, the excavation of below ground tanks and installation of
spillage drainage systems. In addition toilets and arrivals office refurbishments
were completed, providing better facilities for our customers.
3.3.3 During the first part of period 13, we introduced a dedicated security guard for
night operations. The role of the guard is to support the staff and customers using
the Station during the night. This allows for a safer environment and more
focused activity by the night team on operations.
3.3.4 Overall, VCS continues to work with all of our commercial partners to further
explore opportunities for innovative network developments and confirmed
permanent timetabled departures.
3.3.5 Maintenance issues around the station continue to provide a challenge, with
ongoing works being carried out as part of station business as usual. In addition a
series of larger projects are about to commence to improve station facilities for
customers.
3.3.6 Towards the end of period 13, we saw an increase in customer numbers, with the
half term holidays and the build up to the traditionally busy Easter period. This is
the first main holiday period of the year for the Coach Station.
3.4 Road Space Management
Traffic on All London (Major Roads)

3.4.1 The pan London traffic flow index at period 13 stands at 95.6. This is -0.1 index
points down from the same period last year. Year-to-date pan London traffic
volumes are up 1.3 index points on last year. The chart shows traffic flows
relative to an index of 100 in period 1 in 2006/07.
3.4.2 Traffic flows have increased since Quarter Four (Q4) 2013/14 and continued to do
so up to Q3 of 2014/15. They have fallen slightly in Q4 2014/15; this follows the
usual pattern across the year where Q4 experiences lower traffic volumes. There
was a 0.7 index point (0.7 per cent) increase in the volume of traffic on London’s
major roads between Q4 this year and last year. As a result, London wide traffic
speeds (07:00 to 19:00) decreased by 0.69 mph to 18.4 mph. The corresponding
fall in network speeds tells us that increased traffic flows in addition to incident
and event disruption are the current drivers of network impacts on journey time
reliability.
Journey Time Reliability (JTR) on the Transport for London Road Network (TLRN)
in the AM Peak

3.4.3 TLRN (all directions) JTR for 2014/15 was 88.3 per cent, 0.5 points below the
financial year target (and 0.7 points below the previous financial year). Much of
the overall reduction came between periods two and five, which affected most
parts of London, in particular the East and central areas which showed a strong
correlation in performance changes. A key driver was again the impact of
increasing demand. In the last three periods it has been poor performance in the
East area which has been primarily responsible for overall TLRN JTR
deterioration, in large part due to the combination of works involving temporary
signals and lane reductions. A similar pattern is expected in other areas as the
Roads Modernisation build programme starts to ramp up this new financial year.

Duration of TLRN Planned and Unplanned Serious and Severe Incidents and
Event (Hours)

3.4.4 In Q4 there were a total of 1,214 hours of serious and severe disruption resulting
from unplanned and planned events spread across 445 separate incidents. This is
an increase of 381 hours compared to Q4 2013/14, attributable to an increase of
272 planned serious and severe disruption hours. 109 unplanned serious and
severe disruption hours. This compares to 833 hours spread across 393 incidents
in Q4 of the previous year.
3.4.5 During Q4 there were a number of planned and unplanned incidents that
contributed to a large number of disruption hours across all four periods.
Duration of TLRN Planned Serious and Severe Incidents and Event (Hours)

3.4.6 Planned disruption was up 272 hours compared to the same quarter last year.
The increase in planned disruption was due to an increase in Highway Authority
and Utility works, particularly the large volume of works on the A13 Ripple Road at
the Lodge Avenue Flyover causing a total of 75.32 hours of serious and severe
disruption in Q4, Highways England maintenance and refurbishment works taking
place overnight in the Fore Street Tunnel causing 59.8 hours of serious and
severe disruption across Q4 and Highways England maintenance works taking
place on Chiswick Bridge (both directions) causing 37.31 hours of serious and
severe disruption across Q4.
3.4.7 Unplanned disruption was up 109 hours compared to the same quarter last year.
The main drivers for the increase in unplanned serious and serve disruption
include increased Traffic Incident Collisions, Traffic Incident Breakdowns,
Emergency Works (Unplanned) and Infrastructure Issues. The two largest events
were a burst water main on Battersea Park Road/Latchmere Road on 9 January-1
February 2015 causing 36.27 hours of serious and severe disruption; and the
second was a jack-knifed HGV on the A406 North Circular 21-22 January 2015
causing 12.48 hours of serious and severe disruption.
3.4.8 The amount of serious and severe disruption per event, a measure of
effectiveness of the resolution of unplanned incidents, was at 2.2 hours, an
increase from the 2.1 hours per event in Q4 last year.
3.4.9 Planned figures met the estimated planned works forecast of 1,000 hours with an
end of year total of 931 serious and severe hours. Unplanned figures met the
estimated unplanned disruption forecast of 2,660 hours with an end of year total
of 2,624 serious and severe hours. Both of these forecasts took into account the
fact that significant new construction activities continued to occur throughout the
year.
Number of Road Works on the TLRN

3.4.10 In period 13 the total number of road works reported on the TLRN was 3,198.
This is a difference of 5.7 per cent compared to the 3,025 reported in period 13
of the previous year. In period 13 the number of road works on the TLRN was -2
per cent difference compared to the cap. The maximum permissible total

number of road works allowed on the TLRN has been capped at 3,250 in any
one period from period 1 of 2013/14 until the end of the financial year 2014/15.
This represents a reduction of 13.4 per cent from the cap of 3,753 that applied
from period 7 2011/12 to the end of financial year 2012/13.
Taxi and Private Hire
Declaration on Taximeters
3.5 We made an application on Wednesday 25 March 2015 to the High Court for a
declaration on taximeters. The Licensed Taxi Drivers Association (LTDA) has
now withdrawn their summonses for breach of the private hire taximeter
prohibition.
3.6 The application to the High Court has been served on Uber and the main trade
bodies – the LTDA and the Licensed Private Hire Car Association – who will be
entitled to make representations in response to the application.
3.7 We are seeking a High Court declaration on whether smartphones, which use
Global Positioning System (GPS) technology to measure the time and distance of
a journey and then receive information about fares, comply with the current law on
'taximeters', which can only be used in London by taxis.
3.8 The rapid pace at which smartphone based technology has developed in recent
years has led to a need for clarity about what is required in order for apps to
comply with the regulatory framework in London, to ensure there is a level playing
field for all operators.
3.9 We set out our view that, on balance, smartphones used by private hire drivers do
not constitute the equipping of a vehicle with a 'taximeter'. However, because the
application of the legislation in this context is unclear and able to be interpreted in
various ways, we have applied to the High Court to give a binding determination
on this issue. We have been informed that a preliminary hearing will be fixed by
the Court as soon as possible after 2 June 2015 to consider the Court’s
jurisdiction to hear our application.
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Safety
Project Guardian – Efforts to Tackle Sexual Offences on Public Transport

4.1 Project Guardian is a partnership between us, the British Transport Police, City of
London Police and the Metropolitan Police Service which aims to increase
confidence in reporting of sexual offences, reduce the risk of becoming a victim,
challenge unwanted sexual behavior and target offenders.
4.2 The survey we commissioned to monitor perceptions and issues relating to safety
and security showed that 10 per cent of passengers experience unwanted sexual
behavior on public transport and 90 per cent of these do not report it to the police
or us (2013). In response to this we launched a joint communications campaign
on 13 April 2015 to encourage passengers to report any unwanted sexual
behavior on the transport network. The campaign uses a short interactive and
non-interactive film, primarily aimed at women aged between 16 and 35. The first

film is shot on the Tube and follows a woman’s journey in which she experiences
escalating incidents of unwanted sexual behavior and has a clear call to action of
'report it to stop it' by texting 61016. The bus film will be launched later this year.
4.3 The film which is available on video, on-demand channels, social media and
YouTube has had a wonderfully positive response from women’s groups,
campaign groups, the media and members of the public. It has been shared by
influential social media groups including Mumsnet (101,000 followers), Dave Berry
from Capital Radio (170,000 followers) and Everyday Sexism (200,000 followers).
The film has been viewed over 500,000 times on YouTube alone.
4.4 The film is a key part of a programme of activity to tackle unwanted sexual
behavior on our public transport network. Efforts have included bespoke training
of frontline Police officers, Police Community Support Officers and Revenue
Protection Inspectors so that they are better able to take reports and spot
unwanted sexual behavior; targeted police operations and weeks of action to raise
awareness amongst passengers. Huge effort has also gone into catching and
convicting offenders and publicising court outcomes to give Londoners
assurances that we, along with the police and the courts take this issue seriously.
4.5 We were represented at an executive session in March which focused on “what
works” in reducing sexual offences on public transport, which was hosted by the
Department for Transport. The work undertaken by us in partnership with the
police to tackle sexual offences on public transport was recognised as best
practice.
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Structures and Tunnels Improvement Plan
Ardleigh Green Bridge Replacement

5.1 Ardleigh Green Bridge is at the end of its useful life and is beyond simple repair
and maintenance. Replacing the bridge will ensure it is safe, avoid the need to
restrict the weight of vehicles using the bridge and reduce the need for unplanned
closures for repair or maintenance.
5.2 We will replace it with a new bridge with wider carriageways, footways and
verges, and taller parapets to protect cyclists and pedestrians. Work has begun
and the whole project will be completed in 2017. We are investing around £32m
to rebuild the Bridge.
5.3 To date we have completed the erection of a hoarding with our branding, and
vegetation clearance. The construction works for the site compound access
commenced on 5 May 2015.
Power Road Bridge
5.4 Power Road Bridge was built in 1922 and carries the A406 North Circular Road
(Gunnersbury Avenue) over a railway line.
5.5 Preparation work began in September 2014. A new service bridge is being built
to house the utility services currently located within the bridge. The main work to
rebuild the bridge will finish in summer 2017.

5.6 Both hard-standing protection slabs have been modified, which now allow vehicle
access. The contractor plans to commence sheet piling on 13 May 2015. The
demolition of 145 Gunnersbury Avenue was due to be undertaken towards the
end of April 2015.
Upper Holloway Railway Bridge Replacement
5.7 We will replace the Upper Holloway Railway bridge deck and strengthen the
abutments that support the bridge from below.
5.8 An additional new bridge will carry utilities such as gas and phone lines. This will
minimise disruption and will make the road bridge replacement quicker.
5.9 Work has begun and the project will be completed by summer 2017. Skanska
has been appointed for the multi utility works contract and started on site on 30
March 2015. The utilities works are progressing well and to programme.
Highbury Corner Bridge
5.10 The Highbury Corner Bridge was built circa 1850 and carries the Holloway Road
(A1) over London Overground's East London line and Network Rail's Northern
line. Highbury & Islington station sits on the bridge.
5.11 We are investing around £25m in rebuilding the Highbury Corner Bridge to extend
its life as part of Roads Modernisation Plan.
5.12 A beam under the station forecourt was found to be damaged and an emergency
temporary repair of the beam has been completed. The temporary street lighting
and pedestrian way finding signs have been installed. The cycle lane
modifications to improve safety are also complete.
5.13 On 5 May 2015 we will commence scaffolding removal and the demolition of the
Post Office.
5.14 There are three phases to the works:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Phase 1: until autumn 2015 – reconstruction of the bridge beneath the
station forecourt;
Phase 2: autumn 2015 to early 2017 – extensive and coordinated; relocation
of gas, water, electricity and telecoms pipes and cables; and
Phase 3: 2017 – complete bridge reconstruction.

Woodlands Retaining Wall
5.15 We are replacing the woodlands retaining wall along the A406 North Circular
Road near Golders Green.
5.16 Due to deterioration, the wall needs to be replaced to ensure that it remains safe
and continues to support this vital section of the road network. Since 2010, a
temporary supporting frame has been in place and the footway has been closed.
The improvement works will ensure the area is safe and that the ground above
and behind the wall is fully supported.

5.17 The drilling works for the new anchors were finished ahead of schedule on 25
March 2015. The concrete pour for the new wall has also commenced. The
project team has completed six out of 30 new concrete wall panels.
5.18 The detailed design and the final price for the green wall were expected in the
week commencing 27 April 2015.

Woodland Retaining Wall Works

Preparation for the concrete pour
Chiswick Road Bridge Refurbishment
5.19 Work is underway to strengthen and refurbish the 80-year-old Grade II listed
Chiswick Bridge and make it safe for road users for many years to come.
5.20 All works on the upper sections of the bridge are now complete, except for the
staircase lighting. The repair works and the bronze trim on the central arches
have also been completed.
5.21 The bridge was opened and cleared for the Boat Race on 11 April 2015.
5.22 Concrete repairs on the side arches’ soffit (underside of the arch) has
commenced. The southern arch completion is imminent and all works on the
bridge will be completed in June 2015.
Fore Street Tunnel
5.23 Work to upgrade the Fore Street Tunnel in north London will continue until the end
of 2015. The work will help to keep it safe and fully functional for the 60,000
vehicles that travel through it every day.
5.24 Part of the tunnel is also located underneath Silver Street station, which will
become part of the London Overground rail network when we take over the West
Anglia suburban services from Liverpool Street to Enfield Town, Cheshunt (via
Seven Sisters) and Chingford on 31 May 2015.
5.25 The construction works are progressing well, as are the mechanical and electrical
works, which are continuing as planned. In place of the final weekend closure five
minor closures have been agreed, the first of which took place on the night of 11
April 2015, and works completed successfully.

Fore Street Tunnel during a weekend closure

Fore Street Tunnel during a weekend closure

Fore Street Tunnel during a weekend closure

Fore Street Tunnel during a weekend closure
Hammersmith
5.26 Work to strengthen Hammersmith flyover will be completed by summer 2015. This
final phase of work follows on from repairs made in early 2012.
5.27 Completed in 1961, the Hammersmith flyover carries the four-lane A4 arterial road
over the Hammersmith gyratory and links the west to central London.
5.28 Strengthening the flyover will prolong its life and mean no major maintenance will
be required for many years. Work to upgrade the central reservation is now
complete, with strengthening to the structure fully under way.
5.29 The works to strengthen the Hammersmith Flyover are progressing well, with a
total of 49 of the 60 planned jacking closures successfully completed, and eleven
of 15 full sets of new bearings installed. The first internal long tendons have been
successfully installed, and the stressing of the external post tensioning has
commenced, with all (15 in total) external mid-span tendons installed, and 10 of
the 15 spans stressed. All (nine in total) of the long tendon deviator steelwork and
36 of 40 internal in-situ pier capping anchors (blisters) have been installed.

Inner Workings of Hammersmith Bridge

External short pre-stressing tendons

Silvertown Tunnel
5.30 The statutory public consultation is scheduled for September 2015 and work
continues on traffic and environmental modelling. The consultation is planned to
run for eight weeks prior to the Development Consent Order (DCO) application
being submitted by March 2016.
5.31 Ongoing engagement meetings are being held regularly with boroughs and with
other key stake holders including local businesses and residents groups.
5.32 Work has started on the overall strategy for the procurement, which is expected to
run in parallel during the DCO examination period.
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Cycling
Cycle Superhighways (CS)

6.1 Good progress has been made on the four routes which have started
construction. The works for CS2 Upgrade are progressing well, with utility
diversions, drainage, paving and kerbing happening at a number of work sites
along the route, and the completion remains on track for April 2016.
6.2 The construction works for CS5 Inner are progressing well, with reconstruction of
the planter at Millbank, and the installation of traffic signal poles in barrels, all
completed as planned. The main works commenced on 13 April 2015, and
completion remains on track for October 2015.
6.3 The main construction works for CS North-South commenced on 9 March 2015 at
St George’s Circus as planned, and have progressed well.
6.4 The main works for CS East-West started on 11 April 2015 at Hyde Park Corner,
as planned, and the construction works along the Embankment commenced on
27 April 2015. The public consultation for the Royal Parks, Lancaster Gate and
Northumberland Avenue sections ended on 29 March 2015.
Oval
6.5 We are redeveloping four junctions around Oval station to create segregated
cycle lanes, enhance public spaces and improve pedestrian crossings.
6.6 The main works started on 22 March 2015. The utilities diversions undertaken by
Virgin Media and BT Openreach are being progressed in parallel. The
consultation report for mitigation of the banning of the left turn of Kennington Road
to Kennington Park Road has been published.
6.7 To make the area safer for cyclists and other road users, we will:
(a) create wide, segregated cycle lanes and cycle-specific signals at traffic
lights;
(b) make advanced stop lines deeper to allow more cyclists to wait ahead of
other traffic; and
(c) improve pedestrian crossings and footpaths.

Kerb works preparation on a Central Island pedestrian crossing

Kerb works preparation on a Central Island pedestrian crossing
Elephant and Castle Northern Roundabout
6.8 The northern roundabout at Elephant & Castle is being changed to provide twoway traffic, dedicated cycle lanes and safer pedestrian crossings at surface level.
6.9 To make the area safer for cyclists and other road users, we will:
(a)

provide segregated cycle lanes to support the growing number of people
cycling through this area;

(b)

separate cyclists from turning motor traffic, and from buses at most bus
stops. This will make cycling safer and more pleasant; and

(c)

improve pedestrian crossings and remove the subways.

6.10 Radical changes at the northern roundabout will reduce the impact of traffic and
make the area feel cleaner and greener. Our proposals include the removal of the
roundabout and the creation of a major new public space in and around the new
peninsular. This will transform the area for those who live, work and travel in
Elephant & Castle. The changes will balance the needs of drivers more evenly
with those of pedestrians and cyclists.
6.11 The site mobilisation works commenced on 9 April 2015 as planned. This was
followed by Phase one construction works on 16 April 2015, alongside utility
diversion works. Ringway Jacobs and Witherford Watson Mann continue to
develop the urban realm elements and principles from concept design into
detailed design.
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Keeping London Moving
Major Public Events

7.1 We have been involved in the planning of numerous public events to ensure that
the impact on the road network was minimised as far as possible. The Varsity
Boat Races were held on 11 April 2015 and as usual, attracted large crowds; this
year the Men’s and Women’s races took place on the same day. Overall traffic
flowed well with the exception of the Hammersmith area due to a planned closure
of the flyover. A number of demonstrations have lead to significant traffic
congestion in Central London, including a march for the Homeless on 15 April
2015 and the taxi drivers protest on 21 April 2015.
The 35th London Marathon
7.2 26 April 2015 saw the 35th London Marathon successfully delivered with support
from us. We managed the event from our control facility in Palestra and saw a
record number of participants. The events and road closures ran to time and
roads across the capital were reopened ahead of schedule.
Major Incidents
7.3 The sub-surface fire at Kingsway resulted in a full closure of the road in both
directions, including the Strand Underpass. This situation resulted in varying, but
at times serious, traffic delays being experienced across central London. At the
time of writing, only the southbound carriageway on Kingsway has opened
following successful completion of the necessary works.
Consultations – Bow Vision (Interim Scheme)
7.4 Public consultation closed 1 April for the interim scheme at Bow. The scheme
would reduce the barrier created by the flyover and roundabout and improve
connectivity between Bow and Stratford. It would provide a new area of public
space that is fully integrated with the north-south pedestrian and cycle link offered
by the River Lea towpath. We are in the process of analysing and considering all
of the comments received and will publish our response in June. Depending on
the outcome of this consultation, construction works could start later in the year
and would finish mid-2016.

Vauxhall Cross
7.5 The Vauxhall Cross gyratory proposals, which are part of our £4bn Road
Modernisation Plan, would involve removing the gyratory and returning local
streets to two-way working – improving the area for all road users. They also
involve making improvements to the rail, bus and Tube interchange for public
transport users and creating a safer environment for the growing number of
pedestrians and cyclists in the area – almost 80 per cent of responses to the
recent public consultation support the initial proposals. Surface Board approval
was granted on 14 April to commence the concept design phase.
Malden Rushett
7.6 Following an intensive six months of construction, the A243 Malden Rushett
scheme is now open to traffic with final works expected to be completed by
summer 2015. The scheme is intended to reduce road collisions, congestion and
delay, and provide safer crossings for pedestrians. The Malden Rushett
Residents Association welcomed the changes.
Changing Times – Delivering London’s Future
7.7 On 29 April 2015 we held a Road Modernisation Plan event at the Kia Oval in
London. The invitation-only event, ‘Changing Times – Delivering London’s Future’,
set out the challenges posed to the road network by a changing and growing
London, and focused on solutions including retiming, consolidation and
collaborative working.
7.8 The event was chaired by Tim Slater Managing Director of DHL, and attendees
also heard from Sir Peter Hendy CBE and Alan Bristow, Director of Road Space
Management, TfL. Sam Monck, Assistant Director of Environment & Transport at
the London Borough of Camden spoke about their approach to managing freight,
and Ian Wainwright, Head of Freight & Fleet Programmes, TfL, set out our new
strategic approach to freight and the role of short-term measures such as
retiming.
7.9 Senior representatives from all businesses, freight operators, trade associations
and London’s boroughs worked through the potential solutions available to them,
how to overcome real and perceived barriers to retiming delivery activity and how
to best collaborate to ensure the Capital can grow sustainably.
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